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Seven varieties of pristine (i.e. volcanic) lunar glass have previously 
been documented at the Apollo 14 landing site [l, 23. Those glasses were 
analyzed by electron microprobe in the following polished thin sections of 
regolith breccias: 14049, 38; 14301, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 84; 14307, 3, 4, 
36, 45, 48, 49; 14313, 41. An observation that came as a surprise to the 
author was that these regolith breccias possessed different populations of 
pristine glass. For example, as shown in the accompanying table, while 
breccias 14307 and 14313 contained a complete and identical set of pristine 
glasses, breccia 14301 enclosed only the high-Ti varieties and breccia 14049 
had the low- to moderate-Ti varieties exclusively (Figure). 

These markedly different populations of pristine glass demonstrate that 
these four breccias are samples of three distinct source-regoliths. Since 
regolith breccias can be thought of as "fossil soils" that became closed 
systems upon final lithification [e.g. 31, the prospect exists that these 
samples can be used to chart the chemical history of mare volcanism, and other 
events that added new petrologic and chemical components to the regolith with 
time, in the vicinity of the Apollo 14 landing site. This could be accom- 
plished by noting differences among components within a suite of breccias from 
a single landing site and using that information to infer changes that occurred 
in the source-regoliths as a function of space and/or time. Implicit in this 
view are the suppositions that... (a) these breccias were lithified at dif- 
ferent times .,.(b) in the local vicinity of Apollo 14 ,,.(c) during an 
interval when new petrologic/chemical components, such as pristine glasses, 
were being sequentially added to the regolith by ballistic transport, such as 
explosive volcanism and/or impact. 

An obvious question that arises from this observation is the following: Do 
these breccias exhibit any other important differences among their assembled 
components, such as clasts of crystalline mare basalts? Although determining 
the bulk compositions of clasts is inherently a more difficult task than the 
elegant simplicity associated with glasses, it is a problem worth investigating 
since observed differences may likely be a manifestation of mare volcanic 
history in the area of Apollo 14. 

The different glass populations observed in Apollo 14 regolith breccias 
(Table) may also serve as a criterion for taxonomic classification. Con- 
sequently, previous studies of breccias that have merely noted the volumetric 
abundance of "GLASS", as a chemically unrestricted grouping, have overlooked 
an obvious and interesting feature. 

In conclusion, the assortment of pristine glasses has been found to vary 
among regolith breccias from a single Apollo landing site. Since this feature 
offers the potential for (a) deducing the relative arrival-times of specific 
chemical components into the regoliths and (b) furnishing a new taxonomic 
criterion for regolith breccias, glasses deserve precise, careful scrutiny in 
all future investigations. Subtle differences have also been observed in the 
Apollo 14 breccias among the aluminous highlands glasses. 
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Table. Occurrences of pristine lunar glasses in four 
Apollo 14 regolith breccias 

w t . %  Ti02 in glasses 0.55 0.45 0.97 4.6 12.5 16.4 
VTL GREEN B GREEN A YELLOW ORANGE RED/BLACK 

Figure caption: Glasses analyzed in four Apollo 14 regolith breccias. 
The pristine glasses commonly define linear fractionation trends 
at the low-A1203 end of each diagram. The pristine glasses are 
identified in the upper left diagram: "R" = red/black; "Or" = 

orange; "Y" = yellow; "A" = green A; "B" = green B; and "V" = 

VLT. Note that 14307 and 14313 have similar populations of 
pristine glass, while 14301 and 14049 are different. (Ti02 and 
A1203 are in units of weight %) 
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